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CO,WY   The Transformer Specialist 



Bashlin Industries - The very best in utility and industrial equipment and linemans’ tools. 
 
Crosslink Tech - Leading manufacturer polyurethane protective compounds for utilities-Pecker Patch, Pole Capper, and Blaze 
Fighter. 
 
Diversified - a variety of lineman tools, such as energized/static line lifters, auxiliary arms, phase lifters, temporary conductor 
supports, insulated work platforms and pole pullers. 
 
ESTEX Manufacturing  Co. -  An Extensive Product line to solve much of the tool handling and safety issues faced by today's  
lineman. 
 
EZ Hauler - Self propelled all-wheel drive easement machine to carry and set poles, or to transport pad mount transformers and 
heavy equipment 
 
High Voltage Inc. - The worldwide standard for excellence for the design and manufacture of high voltage test equipment  
 
Kaddas Enterprises – Leading the industry in raptor protection and products for animal caused outages. 
 
Line Wise - a variety of lineman tools, such as energized/static line lifters, auxiliary arms, phase lifters, temporary conductor 
supports, insulated work platforms and pole pullers.   
 
MADI -  Innovative utility tools for lineman. 
 
Movex Innovation - Specialized handling solutions for back lot line and live-line work in the power industry. 
 
Nordic Fiberglass - Fabricators of quality fiberglass for the utility industry; including single and three phase box pads and a 
full line of fiberglass sectionalizing cabinets. 
 
North American Specialty Products - Manufacturing Certa-Com a better solution for your directional drilling needs. 
 
NSI Industries - Parent company for  products serving the Utility and Commercial electrical markets. Including Tork, Polaris 
and others. 
 
Polaris Electrical Connectors  -  A leading manufacturer of insulated electrical connectors for the entire US market. 
 
Primus-Sieviert - Leading the way in replaceable tip, self igniting propane burners. 
 
R&M Plastics - Leading manufacturer of UV stabilized guy markers, phasing discs, and ground wire molding. 
 
SAE Inc – Grounding and Corrosion Experts Providing Solutions. Proven, innovative grounding technology that ensures      
personnel safety and utility reliability.  
 
Safety Base - The next generation in breakaway bases, more cost effective than traditional bases. 
 
SNC Mfg. - Manufacturer of the Restore-Lite temporary phase restoration cart. 
 
Shawcor - Parent of Both DSG-Canusa and Shawflex brands of utility products.  From specialty control cabling to heat and 
cold shrink products. 
 
Tech Products -  The label tag and sign company to fit all of your identification needs. 
 
Youngstown Glove Co.  - Builds high performance gloves with a focus on quality, innovation and superior service. 
 
Victor Insulators - Manufacturer of the widest range of high voltage insulators in North America. 
 
ZTZ Services -   The Pioneer in Transformer Monitoring 


